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«Whose churches are they, after all?»
By Special Director Oddbjørn Sørmoen,
“Preserve, Use and Develop - International conference on ecclesiastical heritage and its
future challenges”, Lund, Sweden, 25 – 26 April 2018

The European landscape
On my way home from Easter holiday this year, I changed plane in Munich. It was on a most
beautiful day. The sun was shining over Bavaria. After take-off, I could follow and read the
landscape from above for a long time.
The landscape consists of countryside, with open fields, forests and a number of villages. All
of them had one building that stood out from the others. The vertical line, which reflected
the sun on that day, made them more visible than usual: Each village had a church in its
midst.
Europe is changing and will change even more in the years to come. This also means the
landscapes, but still the basic character is very much intact.
The sound from the church bells are a part of the soundscape at least on Sundays.
Depending on where you are, they give the rhythm of the days as they have always done.
The churches are materialized faith and signs of community and culture: the Christian
European culture.
This also applies to my country, Norway.
Who built the churches?
Christianity was introduced in Norway about 8th or 9th century. The major historical
milestone came with the battle of Stiklestad in 1030, when Christianity became the “state
religion”. Already in 1024, the king decided that the local community, the farmers, should
build the church, and the king would provide the clergy.
This tradition continues through the centuries, also after the reformation in 1537, when the
Roman Catholic Church was prohibited and the king’s preferred denomination, the Lutheran,
became the only legal practise.
Up to 1720, the local communities owned the church buildings. The fact that the Danish
Norwegian king then sold the rural churches to cover the costs of the expensive wars against
Sweden, does not change this. The legal issues concerning this “sell-out” is very much
disputed, as he did not own them.
Many villages or individuals bought their own church back from the king. In the 19th century,
with the forerunner of the municipalities, the local communities became once more the
legal owner of the churches. As late as 1995 the ownership was transferred to the parish.
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Legal issues are important, of course, but when I ask my question: “Whose churches are
they, after all?” I will analyse the ownership in a broader sense.
This close link between the local community and the church, as building and institution, is
deeply rooted. In the old rural economy, the church was the hub of the society, the place all
had to be. In some periods because that was the law, but always because that was where
the authorities were, where people met, where they exchanged news and did business:
religious, private or public or where the young men, after service, had their military training.
In periods, the church itself, or the adjacent house, was the storage for military equipment.
The whole nation was ruled with parishes and dioceses as units. In 1814, when the electors
for the coming national assembly was called, which gave Norway its constitution, the
churches were the natural place to cast the ballots. The religious and secular were both
closely linked to the church building.
The central role of these buildings and sites, explains the obvious role the churches play in
the heritage sector. To preserve the history of the Norwegian nation, one must preserve the
churches.
In addition to this comes the emotional side of the matter. People are attached to their
church, regardless of their relation to the church as institution or the Lutheran faith and
practise.
A church under transformation
Since the World War II, our European societies have undergone monumental changes. Not
the least when it comes to faith, demography, and ethnicity.
Subsequently, in 2012 the Norwegian constitution was altered. The King, who had been the
formal head of the church since the reformation in 1537, in modern times “king” meaning
“king as government”, stepped down from this position. This was a key point in the split
between the Lutheran Church of Norway and the State of Norway.
At the moment, The Church Act, the laws regulating faith matters, faith societies, public
finance of the same societies, are being recast, and will be debated in the parliament early
next year, and end up in one completely new law.
Whatever happens, one thing is certain: The state will not increase the church budget.
Two weeks ago, the Lutheran synod decided that it wants the present financial system to
continue, which means that the local church is financed by both the state and the
municipality. If the parliament follows this advice, the local community will continue to pay
for the maintenance of the church buildings, also in the future. The general tendency of
decline in members, however, means the justification for public financing will weaken.
Local responsibility for the church buildings means that the situation varies around the
country, depending on the local political as well as financial situation.
Both history and current trends have a huge impact on the future of our churches. The key
question is of the various meanings of ownership, and how this ownership comes into the
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decision processes. In the following, I will present some cases that can shed some light on
this.
In the city of Oslo, the situation has become dire. There is simply not enough money for the
regular maintenance and running of all the churches. The church authorities, namely the
Joint Parish Council, three weeks ago distributed a report saying that 10 of the parish
churches will be closed as such, 9 of them owned by the parishes.
There are 66 Lutheran churches in Oslo. 24 of these have some kind of heritage protection.
The capital is the city with the highest percentage of immigrants, and even if many of them
are Christians, they are not Lutherans. In the Lutheran church, attendance is, on the average,
low.
The possible closures have reached the news headlines. Some voices have been particularly
strong. Among these is the one of the Labour party politician, non-church attender, Jan
Bøhler.
On his Facebook page, which was reproduced in many newspapers, he is concerned about
the fact that most of the closures will be in Groruddalen, the suburb with highest percentage
of immigrants, and he asks:
“Will the anchorage point be closed?
This is about balance, belonging, fellowship and anchorage points for our values and
heritage in areas where there are many with a background from other cultures and
religions.
We fight so all with traditional Norwegian background will remain, move in and feel
at home in this valley. In this the church is one of the key points. Its significance must
be measured in other ways than the number of attendants at the service at 11 Sunday
morning. Even if many of us are not active users of the local church through the year,
there will be a big empty space if it was not there for the ceremonies in life, for
Christmas and other festive occasions, in local social life and when we need to gather.
The church is simply a girder in the local community which I doubt we can be
without.”
Even in the secular State of Norway, this politician seems to feel ownership to the church.
Interestingly enough, his argument is not the traditional: The visual, historic and
architectural monument, but its function.
The most powerful example of the cultural, religious use, was the aftermath of the Utøya
killings in 2011, when almost the whole population gathered in the Cathedral of Oslo, be it
atheists, Muslims, Buddhists, Christians, or non-attending Lutherans.
Regrettably many Norwegian churches have been struck by fire the last decades. Most of
these are of wood, which means that often, but not always, the building is lost completely.
Every time this happens, the immediate reaction is that the local community wants to reerect a copy of the old church. This is usually not just a wish, but more often a demand. In
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some cases, people get organised, try to influence the church council and local politicians to
reach their goals. This can go on for years, sometimes till the day the new church is opened.
The churches are iconic buildings, with a high identity value, and there is a strong feeling of
ownership.
After the fire in Østre Porsgrunn 2011, a campaign was launched to influence the new
project. The goal was a copy of the lost 18th century church. The campaign was headed by
highly qualified people from the heritage sector, as well as art historians and architects.
Looking closer up, it was easy to see that many of the leading figures did not live in
Porsgrunn, but came from the city, and many were not members of the Church of Norway.
The motivation might be diverse, but the goal was a return to history, regardless of the
changes of use, needs and service through the last 300 years.
They felt that the church case, the lost church, was their too.
The new church is now being built, but in a contemporary style, not as a copy.
Våler kirke, was a similar case, but this was not in a town but a village, “in the middle of
nowhere”. The old church from 1805 was set alight and burnt down in 2009. There was a
fierce local debate about what the new church should look like. The division in the village
was very real. People stopped greeting and talking to each other, and worked to influence
local elections.
The end result was a new church inaugurated in 2015 with a very conscious architecture,
with no reference what so ever to the old church. The new church became an architectural
icon, attracting an international audience of architects. Busloads of visitors now travel far to
see the church, and a special service for the visitors has been opened.
The village is now on the map, due to its new church. No need to mention the pride of the
villagers who, regardless of their role in the process, feel they own the new church.

Whose churches are they, after all?
In the diocese of Stavanger, the situation is very different from Oslo: New churches are built
to house growing congregations. This means that the old church is not needed, or rather
that they do not see the need of it. Ålgård and Tananger are two such cases.
Ålgård old church was not regarded of national interest by the national heritage authorities.
The local parish and the municipal authorities therefore decided to pull it down and build
the new church on the site.
A private, local campaign was launched, to save the old church. The local opposition grew
and the municipality withdrew the permission to tear down the church, at least for a period.
The new church was built 100 meters from the old.
The legal issues about ownership was raised. Could the church of Norway sell the church to
others, since the church was surrounded by a church yard?
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Another question is how wise it will be, for the Church, to tear down the church many locals
feel ownership to.
The church has decided not to sell it, to have control over the future use of the church. Even
in this situation, a member of the local community has promised to give more than 50
thousand euros for its maintenance.
This case has not yet been closed.
The other similar case is in Tananger, also in the diocese of Stavanger.
Tanganger is a village that grew to the size of a town, due to the growth of the oil industry.
The congregation thrived and clearly needed a new, bigger church, which could host the
many activities as well as the church administration. A new and modern church was built,
and the old church went out of use.
Tananger old church is of heritage value. The local church authorities still claim it is out of
use, since it is not used in the local Lutheran context.
It is in fact, however, the home of a not so wealthy immigrant Ethiopian orthodox
congregation. The church is packed with people every Sunday. But the rent does not cover
the costs of maintenance. The local church administration wants the church to be pulled
down, to save money and work.
An old example from 1900, of a local community raising up for its old church, after having
built a bigger new, is Gimmestad gamle kirke. The church is almost unique as a time capsule
for church historians, art historians and the general heritage community.
Today, the municipality does not want to support it, since it is out of use. If nothing is done,
it will vanish in only a few years’ time.
Whose churches are they, after all?
The Norwegian experience goes in many directions. I will also give some examples which
might be of inspiration to others. The key seems to be “think outside the box”, and think
about what local ownership really means.
Modern Oslo is diverse and constantly changing. This means that a suburb built for the
growing number of people coming into the city from the provinces in the 1960s now also
houses a growing number of multi-ethnic groups coming from the whole world. A huge
number of immigrants are from predominantly Catholic countries in Europe and Asia.
After the Lutheran church in Oslo last time took stock, one of the least used churches was let
to the Roman Catholic Church, and renamed from Bredtvet kirke to Sankt Johannes.
The church is now full at mass every weekend and used through the week. The church
remains a local church for services of the same faith, but another denomination.
Another church is Markus kirke. A very central, beautiful church of high heritage value. The
Lutheran parish merged with a neighbouring, and the church was let to a young Pentecostal
congregation, “Jesus Church”. It is also full every Sunday and much used through the week.
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The pastor says that they originally used a “black box” church, at an industrial plant in the
outskirts of the city. Thinking this was what they needed.
They grew and wanted to move to a more central venue, and now see how this old church
influences positively their way of celebrating their service, free of traditional liturgy.
Jakob kirke in Oslo was an early church taken out of use as parish church, in the 1985. The
part of the city where it is situated was turned into offices, shops and schools. The residents
moved away.
To prevent the diocese from pulling the church down, it was listed because of its heritage
values. The church was designed by an important architect and had played an important
role. The desire to pull it down came to prevent it from being used as night club or other
purposes not in tune with its history, as “a house of God”.
After 15 years, and after being deserted and illegally used for rave parties and other
purposes, the church was taken over by Kirkelig kulturverksted, a creative and progressive
Christian arts centre, and is now an important venue for cultural events, performances,
concerts, exhibitions and recordings. Their contribution as an innovative centre for Christian
art in the whole country has been great.
Sankt Petri Stavanger
In Stavanger we find Sankt Petri kirke, which has been meticulously restored and fitted with
public facilities. The distance between the churches in the city centre is short, and the
number of churches relatively high. The Lutheran church wanted to specify the use of certain
churches, to meet new needs.
Petri kirke is a huge late 19th century church, not far from the very much used medieval
cathedral. It was in need for restoration.
The church is still a parish church, but has in addition been turned into a concert hall or
culture venue, with artists facilities, secondary meeting and gathering rooms, extra toilets
for the visitors, and kitchen facilities for meetings and intermissions.
One of the successes of Sankt Petri is the restoration of the original church, combined with
architecturally high-quality additions and adjustments to make it the popular cultural venue
it now is. For this work it received The Civic Trust Award in 2008.
The need and use of Cultural churches in city centres are not so hard to imagine. The
countryside might seem a different challenge.
Sveio is a rural municipality on the west coast. Here we find Valestrand kirke, from 1873. Its
situation can hardly be called a village, since there are not many farms or houses near the
church. One can almost wonder why it was built. Not untypical of the situation in rural
Norway.
Here a group of enthusiasts in 2004 started what they called a Culture Church. There was a
need to make some changes to the church, but rather low cost and moderate.
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The success was the revitalisation of the church through the activities brought in: Literature
evenings with presentations, interviews with authors, readings etc. Concerts with popular
music as well as classic. Art exhibitions, dance performances, drama etc. The clue seems to
be the right mix of amateurs and professionals, local and national.
The catering on events when food is needed, is done by engaging refugees and immigrants
whose food give interesting cuisine and colour for the visitors, as well as work for people in a
vulnerable situation.
Whose churches are they, after all?
The clue to the future of these buildings must be a combination of the answers to this
question.
A church that is commercialised through ownership and use, or used in an ironic way, is no
longer respected for its immanent values.
These buildings are local. They should continue to serve the local community in the future,
and the ownership should not be privatised.
These buildings are religious buildings, meaning they are built to satisfy spiritual needs,
reflection, and fellowship. They are built for culture in the narrow as well as wide sense of
the word.
These buildings are heritage. A future use of the them should respect this fact and build
upon these heritage values.
These principles ask for a creative and close cooperation between local, regional and
national authorities, religious and secular.
At the moment, it is hard to see that this happens in a planned and controlled way in
Norway. Even if there are many exceptions, it does not seem that the Lutheran church is
aware of the situation or able to handle it in an adequate way, and the secular authorities
are too cautious to touch this matter, since this is about faith and religion, and hard to
handle without someone being hurt or felt discriminated against.
We are facing an interesting time.
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